In nature, there exists a special group of aquatic animals which have an axisymmetric body and whose primary swimming mechanism is to use periodic body contractions to generate vortex rings in the surrounding fluid. Using jellyfish medusae as an example, this study develops a mathematical model of body kinematics of an axisymmetric swimmer and uses a computational approach to investigate the induced vortex wakes. Wake characteristics are identified for swimmers using jet propulsion and rowing, two mechanisms identified in previous studies of medusan propulsion. The parameter space of body kinematics is explored through four quantities: a measure of body shape, stroke amplitude, the ratio between body contraction duration and extension duration, and the pulsing frequency. The effects of these parameters on thrust, input power requirement and circulation production are quantified. Two metrics, cruising speed and energy cost of locomotion, are used to evaluate the propulsion performance. The study finds that a more prolate-shaped swimmer with larger stroke amplitudes is able to swim faster, but its cost of locomotion is also higher. In contrast, a more oblate-shaped swimmer with smaller stroke amplitudes uses less energy for its locomotion, but swims more slowly. Compared with symmetric strokes with equal durations of contraction and extension, faster bell contractions increase the swimming speed whereas faster bell extensions decrease it, but both require a larger energy input. This study shows that besides the well-studied correlations between medusan body shape and locomotion, stroke variables also affect the propulsion performance. It provides a framework for comparing the propulsion performance of axisymmetric swimmers based on their body kinematics when it is difficult to measure and analyze their wakes empirically. The knowledge from this study is also useful for the design of robotic swimmers that use axisymmetric body contractions for propulsion.
Introduction
Cnidarian medusae, commonly known as jellyfish, are marine invertebrates that have a unique body structure and swimming mechanism. Compared to many other aquatic animals that have more evolved body structures and use specific swimming appendages such as legs and fins, medusae have a relatively simple body structure consisting of an axisymmetric, umbrella-shaped bell. The bell is the primary swimming appendage and is able to contract mainly by a circular band of muscle fibers (Arai 1997) . Periodic bell contractions and extensions interact with the surrounding fluid and deliver momentum into the wake to generate locomotive forces. Medusae provide a unique model to study the fluid dynamics perspective of aquatic biological locomotion because of the axisymmetric vortex rings in their wakes, in contrast with many other swimming animals that generate more complex vortex structures such as loops and chains (e.g. Drucker and Lauder (1999) , Wilga and Lauder (2004) , Stamhuis and Nauwelaerts (2005) , etc). As claimed by Saffman (1981) , a vortex ring 'exemplifies the whole range of problems of vortex motion'; thus, knowledge of the fluid mechanics of medusan swimming can improve the understanding of other swimming mechanisms involving vortices in other forms.
For medusae with a prolate torpedo-shaped body that can be quantified as of a large fineness ratio (i.e. the ratio of bell height to diameter), jet propulsion is their primary swimming mechanism. When a prolate medusa contracts its bell during power strokes, it generates a strong jet at a small aperture that connects the subumbrellar cavity (the cavity surrounded by the bell) to the ambient fluid. The ejected jet forms a vortex ring in the wake from the roll-up of the jet shear layer. Periodic bell contractions generate a uniform train of vortex rings in the wake, all with an identical rotational direction. This characteristic flow pattern has been observed in many studies (Daniel 1983 , Ford et al 1997 . Based on these observations of the wake jets, a jet propulsion model was developed for medusan swimming which describes the force balance of thrust, viscous drag, body inertia and added mass (Daniel 1983) .
For a long time, jet propulsion was considered the only swimming mechanism for all medusae and thus the jet propulsion model developed by Daniel (1983) has been applied to a broad range of species to describe their swimming motion. However, more recent studies show that jet propulsion alone cannot describe the swimming of all medusan species. Colin and Costello (2002) found that the jet propulsion model could only adequately explain acceleration patterns of prolate medusae, but not oblate medusae that have a disk-like body and a small fineness ratio. A study by Dabiri et al (2005) showed that the observed train of vortex rings produced by oblate medusae Chrysaora quinquecirrha (Ford et al 1997) are much more closely spaced than those estimated by the jet propulsion model. These results indicate that oblate medusae do not use jet propulsion as their swimming mechanism.
Studies on swimming oblate medusae found that they use a different propulsion scheme. For oblate medusae, the subumbrellar cavity is largely connected to the exterior fluid. Though these medusae also swim by bell contractions, contractions occur primarily at the bell margin, in contrast to those along the entire bell for prolate medusae (Ford and Costello 2000) . This swimming mode resembles using paddles (the bell margin) to row a boat (the body), and is therefore termed rowing (Colin and Costello 2002) . A detailed study on wakes of oblate medusae (Dabiri et al 2005) showed that during the power stroke, the bell contracts and initiates the formation of a contraction vortex ring. However, in contrast to the wake of a jet-propelled prolate medusa, no strong jet is formed at the center of the subumbrellar cavity. By the end of the contraction phase, the contracting vortex is fully developed and is traveling away from the medusa. As the bell expands during the relaxation phase of the swimming cycle, a second, large relaxation vortex ring forms inside the subumbrellar cavity. This vortex ring possesses a rotation direction opposite to the previous vortex ring formed during the contraction phase and is absent in the wakes of jet-propelled medusae. As the bell contracts again, a portion of the relaxation vortex ring inside the subumbrellar cavity is ejected and joins the next contraction vortex ring. The subsequent vortex pair travels downstream from the medusa, creating a train of closely spaced vortex ring pairs (Dabiri et al 2005) .
As the 'footprints' of swimming, wake vortices record the interaction between a swimmer and the surrounding fluid. The distinct features of wake structures from jet-propelled and rowing medusae imply different propulsion performances of these two swimming mechanisms. Jet-propelled medusae are able to generate rapid accelerations and swim at a higher speed relative to their body length. For example, measurements of jet-propelled Aglantha digitale suggest that the swimming speeds can exceed 13 body-lengths s -1 during fast swims, outpacing all but the very fastest predatory bony fishes, albeit for short bursts (Donaldson et al 1980) . But the energetic cost for the rapid acceleration is relatively high, near those of flying animals (Daniel 1985) . In comparison, rowing medusae swim more slowly, less than 1 body-length s -1 for Aurelia aurita. However, their propulsion is considered more efficient. For example, the cost of locomotion for a relatively large rowing jelly Stomolophus meleagris is comparable with or lower than most fish (Larson 1987) .
Many reasons have been proposed to explain the difference in the propulsion performances of these two swimming modes. Jet-propelled medusae generate strong jets and momentum flux in their wakes and thus large thrusts, which lead to high acceleration rates and high swimming speeds. In contrast, rowing medusae generate vortex ring pairs which transport fluid in high volume and at low velocity, thereby reducing kinematic energy lost in the wake and increasing propulsive efficiency . The differences in propulsive efficiency can also be explained by using hydrodynamic theories on optimal vortex ring formation (Gharib et al 1998 , Linden and Turner 2001 , Dabiri 2009 ), as suggested by Dabiri et al (2010) . When a vortex ring forms as the jet shear layer rolls up, its growth has a physical limit in size after which the vortex ring no longer entrains additional fluid. Instead, a trailing jet is formed behind the leading vortex ring. The maximal ring growth is associated with maximal thrust generation per energy input (Krueger and Gharib 2003) as well as with higher propulsive efficiency (Bartol et al 2009 , Moslemi and Krueger 2010 , Ruiz et al 2011 . Jet-propelled medusae often reach beyond this limit and trailing jets are present in their wakes, which lower the propulsive efficiency. In rowing medusae, the limit is not reached so their wakes consist of vortex rings without trailing jets (Dabiri et al 2010) .
As summarized above, the knowledge learned from previous works on medusae swimming was mostly from qualitative comparisons of the two swimming mechanisms in terms of the distinct characteristics of induced wakes. Quantitative comparisons of swimming performance among species are difficult because no existing models are able to evaluate the propulsion performance based on medusae bell kinematics for both jet propulsion and rowing mechanisms.
There are numerical studies of medusan swimming in the literature, but these are limited to specific species. Wilson et al (2009) used a viscous vortex particle method to simulate the self-propulsion of an oblate jellyfish A. aurita at Re = 200. A direct numerical simulation was performed in Sahin et al (2009) to simulate prolate jetting hydromedusa Sarsia tubulosa and oblate rowing hydromedusa Aequorea victoria. The simulated wakes in both studies are similar to empirical measurements. Quantitative comparisons of the propulsion performance were limited to experimental studies (e.g. Dabiri et al 2010) . However, experimental studies have their limit in understanding the correlation between bell kinematics and the propulsion performance, because it is impossible for empirical work on species to quantify the effect of each parameter of bell kinematics on the propulsion performance. And so far, most of the studies focused mainly on the appearances of animal bodies, i.e. the bell shape, while other parameters are less studied and understood.
Given the fact that both prolate and oblate medusae use body contractions as propulsor kinematics to generate thrust, it is reasonable to build a unified model for both jet propulsion and rowing. In this study, we build a model with a single mathematical description of bell motion which spans a wide range of body kinematics, including jet propulsion and rowing. A computational approach is used to study the interaction between medusan body motion and the surrounding fluid, as well as the induced wakes. Propulsive performances are evaluated based on analyses of swimming kinematics and characteristics of wake vortices. The model enables a parametric study of the effects of several variables of bell kinematics on propulsion performance, including bell shape, stroke amplitude, the ratio of duration of bell contraction to that of bell extension, as well as the pulsing frequency. This study quantifies the effects of these parameters on propulsion performance of axisymmetric swimmers. It also provides new insights into the swimming of medusae beyond the effect of their body shapes.
The content of the text is organized as follows: in the 'Methods' section, the model for an axisymmetric swimmer is introduced. This section also includes a description of the method used to solve for the interaction between the bell motion and the surrounding fluid. Metrics used to evaluate propulsive performance are then defined. The 'Results' section includes comparative studies between model simulations and previous empirical studies on two medusan species using jet propulsion and rowing mechanisms, respectively. Then, the results of parametric studies of the aforementioned four parameters are presented. In the 'Discussion' section, the effects of these parameters on propulsive performance are summarized. In addition, a discrepancy between the model simulation and the empirical measurements of jet-propelled medusan wakes is explained.
Methods

Model
Most medusae species have a bell-shaped body which acts as the primary propulsor. Besides the bell, other major components of the body include tentacles and oral arms ( figure 1(a) ). Because jet-propelled and rowing medusae have similar bell-shaped bodies (albeit with different fineness ratios) and both use body contractions to swim, we build a unified model for bell kinematics of both modes. The thickness of the bell is small compared to its radius; thus, the bell is modeled by an axisymmetric, flexible membrane with zero thickness ( figure 1(b) ). Other organs of medusae, such as tentacles and oral arms, are neglected in the model. Bell motion is also considered axisymmetric so the swimmer only swims along the bell axis. In a laboratory frame of reference (x, r), the swimmer self-propels in the axial direction. Another coordinate, the arclength of the body s, is used to describe the body kinematics. All length parameters are non-dimensionalized by the total arc-length of the bell L, and the coordinate takes values 0 s 1, along the direction tangent to the body in the (x, r) plane, increasing from the apex of the bell to the peripheral edge. There is no stretching in the direction tangent to the body in the (x, r) plane, so the arc length is considered as a material coordinate for the body. The body kinematics are described by the tangent angle φ(s, t) along the body in the (x, r) plane at time t as φ(s, t ) = φ(t )s α . The tangent angle φ(s, t) at all times t is fixed at zero at the apex (s = 0) and increases to φ(t) at the peripheral edge (s = 1). The increase in the tangent angle along the arc-length s follows a power law s α . The tangent angle at the peripheral edge (s = 1) is described as
(1)
All time parameters are non-dimensionalized by the stroke cycle T. The parameter φ 0 is the edge tangent angle at the beginning of the contraction phase indicating body shape, and (φ 0 + φ) is the edge tangent angle at the end of the contraction phase, with φ representing contraction amplitude in terms of the angle at the peripheral edge (s = 1). Each stroke cycle has a pulse of length t p , during which bell motion occurs. The lengths of bell contraction and extension are t c and (t p − t c ), respectively. After each pulse, the body of the swimmer keeps still in an 'idle' state for a duration of (1 − t p ) until the start of the next stroke cycle. An example of the temporal evolution of the edge tangent angle is shown in figure 1(c). The pulsing kinematics can be described by two dimensionless parameters. The first is the ratio of contration and extension durations, D = t c /t p . The other is the pulsing frequency, defined as the ratio of the pulsing duration to a stroke cycle St = t p . The body kinematics (equation (1)) as well its first order derivative with respect to time t are smooth at any given t. For symmetric contraction and relaxation as well as no gaps between pulsings, i.e. D = 0.5 and St = 1, the kinematics simplifies into φ(t ) = φ 0 + φ(1 − cos(2πt ))/2. Its derivatives with respect to time t at all orders are smooth. The value of St varies through t p and D varies through t c .
Flow solver
The fluid wake generated by the bell motion is solved by a vortex sheet method. The method is based on Prandtl's boundary layer theory that the fluid motion can be decomposed into a viscous inner flow and an inviscid outer flow. The method uses ideal fluid theory to model the fluid motion in the outer flow, while the dissipation in the boundary layer is neglected. However, the features of flow separation and vortex shedding are incorporated into the method. It has been used to compute separating flow past a sharp edge of a solid boundary at high Reynolds number (Krasny 1991) and in many other applications (Nitsche and Krasny 1994 , Jones 2003 , Shukla and Eldredge 2007 , Alben 2008 , 2010 .
In this method, a bound vortex sheet is attached on the thin body of the swimmer. It is assumed that the flow only separates at the trailing edge (the peripheral edge) of the swimmer and the only source of vorticity in the wake is a free vortex sheet that is shed from the trailing edge of the swimmer ( figure 1(d) ). Due to the axisymmetric nature of the flow, both bound and free vortex sheets can be considered as consisting of circular vortex filaments centered on the central axis of the swimmer. The instantaneous flow is considered as induced by both the bound and the free vortex sheets.
The mathematical description of this numerical method is summarized as follows. The formulation is similar to Nitsche and Krasny (1994) and interested readers can refer to it for details. The stream function of the flow at (x, r) induced by a circular vortex filament at x , r with unit strength is expressed as
where ρ
and E(λ) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, and δ is the vortexblob smoothing parameter, which removes the singularity in the non-regularized kernel (Nitsche and Krasny 1994) . In the simulation, it is necessary to set δ > 0 for filaments on the free vortex sheet for it to roll up smoothly, with δ = 0 for filaments on the bound vortex sheet to prevent ill-conditioning in the equations to solve bound sheet strength (Nitsche and Krasny 1994) . In this study, the value of the smoothing parameter is δ = 0.1 for filaments on the free vortex sheet. The value of δ = 0.1 was used because it was verified that simulation results converge at this value.
The velocity at (x, r) induced by a circular filament at (x , r ) with unit strength has axial and radial components
For r = 0, the velocity has the expression
Then, the velocity of the flow at (x, r) is obtained by integrating along the bound and the free vortex sheet:
Here, σ (s) is the vortex sheet strength along the coordinate s. C b (0 s 1) is the contour of the bound vortex sheet and C f (1 s s max ) is the contour of the free vortex sheet.
In practice, both bound and free vortex sheets are discretized by a set of circular filaments. A prescribed number N = 21 of filaments are placed on the bound sheet along the bell as s j = sin(( j−1)π /2(N−1)), j = 1, 2, . . . , N. Their locations with respect to the Lagrangian coordinate s are fixed. A time-stepping procedure is used to solve for the positions and strengths of these vortex filaments. At a given time t, the locations of bound vortex filaments are known since they follow the prescribed bell motion (except for the unknown axial velocity). The strength of each bound filament is solved by the no-penetration boundary condition, i.e. the component of flow velocity normal to the bell at any bound filament is equal to the normal component of the velocity of the bell itself. At a given time t, the strength of vortex filaments on the free sheet that were shed before t is known because they obey conservation of circulation and therefore each filament on the free vortex sheet carries the same amount of circulation at the time it was shed at the trailing edge of the swimmer. Once released into the wake, any filament on the free vortex sheet follows the flow velocity, and its position at time t can be obtained from its position and flow velocity up to time t. At each time step, a new vortex filament is released into the free sheet in the wake. The circulation shedding rate at the edge is
where u+ and u− are the tangent slip velocity at the outer and inner surface of the swimmer body, respectively. The new free vortex sheet filament has a circulation of i = d dt t, where t is the time step and its value is 0.02 in the study. Euler's method was used to calculate .
On each time step of the calculation, one vortex filament is released into the free vortex sheet in the wake. The separation between consecutive filaments on the free vortex sheet may increase over time. To keep a smooth vortex sheet, additional filaments are inserted into the free vortex sheet, which is a standard approach in the vortex sheet method (e.g. Nitsche and Krasny 1994 , Jones 2003 , Shukla and Eldredge 2007 . In practice, additional filaments are inserted into the free sheet whenever the distance between consecutive filaments is larger than a critical value ε = 0.2. A minimal number of filaments are inserted such that the distance between any two consecutive filaments on the refined free vortex sheet is smaller than ε. The strengths of the filaments inserted are determined by a piecewise cubic interpolation of the total circulation of all vortex filaments shed before time t, using the shedding time t as the interpolation parameter along the sheet. Another modification of the free vortex sheet is to use single vortex filaments to replace and approximate a segment of free vortex sheet shed at an early time and a given distance away from the swimmer. In practice, at the end of each stroke cycle, the free sheet that has been shed for t > 5 and has a distance of d > 5 away from the swimmer is identified. The portion of the free sheet with arc length exceeding a constant 0.2 is converted to a single vortex filament located at the middle point along its curve length. The strength of the point vortex is equal to the total circulation in the replaced portion. The purpose of this approximation is to reduce the number of free vortex filaments on the sheet and thus to keep the computational cost from becoming too large when the number of filaments increases significantly in simulations of long durations. Because the induced velocity of a filament scales with O(d ), the effect of the reduction of free vortex filaments sufficiently far away from the swimmer can be neglected.
Self-propulsion
As viscosity is neglected in the problem, the hydrodynamic force acting on the swimmer is the normal pressure force proportional to the pressure difference across the bell. The pressure difference [p](s, t) across the bound vortex sheet can be expressed as (Jones 2003) [
where is the circulation, σ (s, t) is the bound vortex filament strength, u is the tangential component of the average velocity at the bound vortex sheet and τ is the tangential component of the velocity of the bell. The derivative d /dt is calculated by the first order backward finite difference scheme. The net hydrodynamic force acting on the swimmer is
where surface integration of the normal direction n(s, t) is taken over the bell. Because of the axisymmetry, the net hydrodynamic force only has a non-zero component in the axial direction. The forward swimming speed of the swimmer U(t) is computed by integrating the resulting acceleration in the axial direction that occurs due to the axial force F(t) applied to the swimmer by the fluid as
where m is the mass of the swimmer. In this study, all swimmers are considered to have unit mass. Hence, the swimming kinematics and the locomotive dynamics in the axial direction are fully coupled in the model.
Metrics for the propulsion performance
Two metrics of propulsion performance are used in the study. One is the non-dimensional average swimming velocity, defined as
where the average is taken over a stroke cycle. It measures how fast a swimmer cruises in fluid. The other metric is the cost of locomotion, which measures the energy expense of transporting one unit of body mass over one unit distance. It is assumed that all the internal energy cost is transformed into mechanical power, which can be calculated as
where v is the velocity of the bell deformation. This is the power required for swimming, or the input power for the propulsion. Assuming its average over a stroke cycle isP, the cost function can be expressed as
where W is the weight of the swimmer.
Results
First, swimming of a prolate jet-propelled medusa and an oblate rowing medusa is simulated and their respective wakes are compared with empirical measurements. The bell kinematics of Neoturris pineata and A. aurita are extracted at a series of time instants during a complete stroke cycle and are fitted to the model (figures 2(a) and (c)). The vorticity fields of the experimentally measured fluid wakes from these two species are also plotted in figures 2(b) and (d). These empirical wake measurements were obtained using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) in previous works (for details, see Franco et al (2007) , Dabiri et al (2010) ). N. pineata has a prolate body and uses jet propulsion to swim. The most significant feature of its wake is an isolated strong vortex ring generated in the bell contraction. Bell extension generates a vortex ring that has a rotational direction opposite to that of the wake vortex ring, but it stays inside the subumbrellar cavity or in the close vicinity of the bell and does not move downstream (Dabiri et al 2010) . In contrast, A. aurita has an oblate body and uses a rowing mechanism to swim. Its wake has vortex ring pairs with opposite signs originated from both contraction and relaxation phases (Dabiri et al 2005) .
The bell kinematics for both medusan species are applied to the model and the vortex wakes are calculated. Figures 3(a) and (c) show the vortex sheet in the wake as well as the velocity field. The plots only show the location of the free vortex sheet, not the vortex sheet strength. Strictly speaking, all the vorticity in the wake is located on the vortex sheet in the simulation. To use conventional vorticity contour plots to show vortex structure and strength, individual vortex filaments on the vortex sheet are smoothed to finite-sized blobs. The wakes for both jet-propelled and rowing swimmers from the simulation compare favorably with experimental measurements. For a jet-propelled swimmer, a vortex ring is generated in the contraction phase and is advected away from the swimmer. In the relaxation phase, a counter-rotating relaxation vortex ring is formed inside the subumbrellar cavity. However, the relaxation vortex never leaves the subumbrellar cavity, due to the strong influx of the refilling flow during the relaxation phase. A rowing swimmer also generates a vortex ring during each contraction and a counter-rotating vortex ring during each relaxation. However, during each contraction phase, some vorticity from the relaxation vortex generated earlier is ejected from the subumbrellar cavity, and together with the contraction vortex ring, forms a vortex ring pair with opposite rotation directions.
Using the defined model, we can investigate the effect of each individual parameter on the propulsion performance. We start with the most studied parameter in previous works regarding medusan swimming: body shape. For simplicity, bell kinematics with symmetric contraction and relaxation (D = 0.5) as well as no gaps between pulsing (St = 1) are used, which are expressed as φ(t ) = φ 0 + φ(1−cos(2πt ))/2. The exponent of the power law for the bell configuration is α = 0.9. Figure 4 shows the effect of swimmer body shape on the swimming and wake characteristics: (a) swimming speed, (b) thrust generated, (c) power required for swimming and (d) circulation shedding rate. The swimmers have the same stroke amplitude ( φ = 0.6), but different body shapes with φ 0 of 0.3 (solid), 0.5 (dashed), 0.7 (dash-dotted) and 0.9 (dotted). Larger values of φ 0 indicate a more prolate-shaped swimmer. The swimming velocity is plotted for 24 stroke cycles in which the swimmer starts at rest and approaches a steady state that has a nearly constant time-averaged velocity with periodic oscillation. The oscillation in swimming velocity is due to the periodic thrust force. The net thrust force is plotted over two stroke cycles after the swimmer reaches the steady state, the same as for the input power and circulation shedding rate. The net thrust is positive in most of the contraction phase and is negative in most of the extension phase. After reaching a steady state, the thrust force has a time average of zero, which is consistent with the constant time-averaged swimming velocity. The maximal thrust force is larger for a prolate-shaped swimmer than an oblate-shaped swimmer. The input power also oscillates, but with a positive average over an entire stroke cycle. Therefore, the swimmer transfers the net energy into the wake in the form of vortices. The power has larger peak values, and also a larger time-averaged value (not shown), for a prolate-shaped swimmer. The circulation shedding rate indicates that vortices with both signs are shed within each stroke cycle, with the peak negative circulation shedding during extension stronger than the peak positive circulation shedding during contraction. For a more prolateshaped swimmer, the circulation shedding rate has larger peak values, and also a more negative net value (not shown). The effects of the swimmer's shape, described by φ 0 , on the propulsion performance are evaluated by its time-averaged swimming speed (figure 4(e)), which measures much how fast it swims, and the cost of locomotion (figure 4( f )), which measures the energetic cost of swimming. The results show that compared with an oblate-shaped swimmer (smaller φ 0 ), a swimmer with a more prolate shape (larger φ 0 ) swims faster, but uses more energy to travel the same distance.
The effect of stroke amplitude on the propulsion performance is also studied, using the simplified kinematics of φ(t ) = φ 0 + φ(1 − cos(2πt ))/2. Figure 5 shows measures of the propulsion performance and wake characteristics: (a) swimming speed, (b) net thrust, (c) power required for swimming and (d) circulation shedding rate. The swimmer has the same body shape (φ 0 = 0.6, α = 0.9) but different stroke amplitudes with φ of 0.4 (solid), 0.6 (dashed), 0.8 (dash-dotted) and 1.0 (dotted). All parameters are plotted over two stroke cycles after the swimmer reaches the steady state. The temporal evolutions of these parameters are similar to those in figure 4. For a larger stroke amplitude, the velocity of the swimmer has a larger mean and a larger variation between contraction and extension. The force acting on the swimmer has a larger peak, but the mean is zero. A swimmer with a larger stroke amplitude also exports larger net energy into the wake in the form of stronger vortex shedding. The propulsion performance, measured in the timeaveraged swimming speed and the cost of locomotion, is shown in figures 5(e) and ( f ). The results show that a larger stroke amplitude generates faster swimming, but the cost of locomotion is also higher.
One of the bell kinematics variables that few previous studies investigated is the ratio of duration of bell contraction to that of extension D. The kinematics in equation (1) figure 6 with D = 0.3 (solid), 0.4 (dashed), 0.5 (dash-dotted) and 0.7 (dotted). A value of D < 0.5 indicates faster bell contraction whereas D > 0.5 indicates faster expansion. Due to the asymmetrical contraction and extension of the bell, the swimming velocity profile has its peaks skewed toward the end of the contraction phase. Faster bell contraction (D < 0.5) generates larger peak positive thrust than peak negative thrust, but the time average is zero because positive thrust occurs in a smaller portion of the entire stroke cycle. This is similar for the circulation shedding rate. Though the peak positive shedding rate is larger than the peak negative shedding rate for D < 0.5, the time average is negative because positive circulation shedding occurs in a smaller portion of the stroke cycle. The time-averaged swimming speed and the cost of locomotion are shown in figures 6(e) and ( f ). Swimming speed decreases with a larger D, due to the larger drag acting on the swimmer in the faster bell extension. The cost of locomotion has a minimum near the symmetric stroke D = 0.5 because either faster contraction or extension of the bell requires a higher energy input compared with a symmetric stroke, thus increasing the cost of locomotion. Another parameter studied is the pulsing frequency St, which measures the ratio of the duration of bell motion to that of the entire period. The kinematics in equation (1) are used with a symmetric contraction and extension (D = 0.5). The same body configurations at the beginning and the end of contraction (φ 0 = 0.6, φ = 0.6, α = 0.9) are used with various values of St in the range of 0.4-1. The shapes of the bell in contraction and extension are the same for these kinematics, but the stroke finishes in different lengths of duration depending on St. A smaller St indicates a faster contraction/extension, followed by a longer 'idle' state during which the bell keeps still before the next stroke. The temporal evolutions of (a) swimming speed, (b) thrust generated, (c) power required for swimming and (d) circulation shedding rate are plotted in figure 7 with St of 0.4 (solid), 0.6 (dashed), 0.8 (dash-dotted) and 1 (dotted). Oscillations of these parameters occur during the stroke phase, followed by more gradual changes during the 'idle' phase. The time-averaged swimming speed and cost of locomotion are shown in figures 7(e) and ( f ). A kinematics with smaller pulsing frequency (i.e. shorter pulses) generates larger circulation shedding rate into the wake from a high power input from the swimmer. It swims faster but its cost of locomotion is also higher.
Discussion
In this study, a mathematical model is developed to describe the bell kinematics of axisymmetric swimmers, for example, medusae, which use periodic body contractions to swim. A computational approach is used to study interactions between the swimmer body motion and the induced wake. Wake characteristics in simulations of two medusae species using jet propulsion and rowing mechanisms, respectively, compare favorably with previous empirical measurements. The study also investigates the effects of some major parameters describing swimmer body kinematics on the propulsion performance, measured by swimming velocity and cost of locomotion. Based on this parametric study, a more prolateshaped swimmer generates faster swimming but the energetic cost for locomotion is higher, which is consistent with previous works. Propulsion performance is also dependent on bell contraction amplitude. For a given swimmer, larger contractions generate faster swimming and higher cost of locomotion. The effects of contraction to extension duration ratio as well as the pulsing frequency are also studied. Compared to symmetric strokes with equal durations of contraction and extension, faster bell contractions increase swimming speed whereas faster bell extensions decrease it, but both require a larger energy input. For a given ratio of contraction to extension, fast pulsing increases swimming speed from a higher energy cost.
The vortex sheet method used in this study to solve fluid flow induced by bell motion is based on the ideal flow theory in which the effect of viscous dissipation is neglected. Therefore, the method cannot be applied to medusan species that swim at very low Reynolds numbers (Re) when viscous effects are significant. Most of the oblate-shaped medusan species swim at Re at which viscous effects can be neglected. For example, adults of three species, A. victoria, Mitrocoma cellularia and Phialidium gregarium, with a bell diameter of about 5 cm, all swim at Re ranging from 500 to 1000 (Colin and Costello 2002) . Species of larger sizes (up to 2 m in diameter for some species, e.g. Cyanea capillata) certainly swim at even higher Re. Prolate-shaped medusae are generally smaller in size than oblate-shaped species, but many small-sized medusae also swim at Re with small viscous effects. For example, S. tubulosa, about 1 cm in diameter, swims at Re around 300 in power strokes (Sahin et al 2009) . For squid, which also use jet propulsion and have bell kinematics similar to those of prolate medusae, Re is even higher, up to 16 000 (Bartol et al 2009) . Therefore, the method can be applied to species that have prolate bells and use jet propulsion, as well as species with oblate bells using the rowing mechanism. In real fluid, due to viscous effects, the swimmer would swim at a lower speed than the simulation. The associated energy expense to overcome viscous drag would also increase the cost of locomotion. However, the dependence of the swimming velocity and the cost of locomotion on bell kinematics parameters would be similar to the present results. The viscosity would also dissipate the vorticity in the far wake, but since this occurs far away from the swimmer, its effect on swimming dynamics should be negligible. Another assumption of the present model is that flow separation and vortex shedding occur only at the bell margin. An oblate medusa of very small fineness ratio does resemble a bluff body, especially in the fully extended state. However, experimental measurements (Dabiri et al 2010) and direct numerical simulations (Sahin et al 2009) of swimming of oblate-shaped medusae observe that flow separation occurs at or very near the bell edge. Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption.
Besides medusae, there are other animals using similar swimming mechanisms, such as squid and salps. However, propulsions of squid and salps are different from that of medusae in that they both have separate intake orifices. This feature would potentially increase propulsive efficiency because it does not require the refilling of the subumbrellar cavity from the same orifice in the relaxation phase, which produces considerable pressure drag. In addition, squid uses a bimodal swimming system of both fin and jet propulsion. The propulsive efficiency of squid jetting in Bartol et al (2009) is comparable to that of oblate medusae rowing in Dabiri et al (2010) , but considerably higher than that of prolate medusae. The high efficiency of squid jetting might be due to the combination of fin propulsion and the benefit of separate intake and outlet orifices in jet propulsion.
The simulations of both N. pineata and A. aurita capture the distinct features of empirical wakes from these two species (figures 2 and 3). The simulated wake of A. aurita consists of closely spaced vortex ring pairs with opposite signs generated from contraction and relaxation phases, respectively. On the other hand, the wake of N. pineata only consists of an isolated vortex ring for each stroke cycle. However, the empirical wake of N. pineata has an elongated vorticity distribution, different from a circular vorticity distribution of a regular vortex ring in the simulation. The elongated vorticity represents a vortex ring followed by a trailing jet (Dabiri et al 2010) . The trailing jet is formed because there is an upper limit to the maximal circulation a vortex ring can obtain from the ejected jet shear layer. When the maximal shear layer entrainment is reached, the emerging vortex ring pinches off. After the pinch-off, the trailing jet would no longer be entrained into the vortex ring and does not contribute to the circulation of the vortex ring (Gharib et al 1998) . The reason that the animal wake has a trailing jet whereas the simulated wake does not is that medusae have a velum at the exit of their subumbrellar cavity that reduces the exit diameter and increases jet velocity. The velum is not included in the calculation shown in figure 3 . To show that it can effectively change the wake characteristics, a velum is added to the model swimmer. The kinematics of the bell are the same as the fitted motion in figure 2(a) . The velum is perpendicular to the medusan body axis at the most relaxed position. During the contraction, the velum points to the downstream direction because of higher pressure inside the subumbrellar cavity. The bell and velum shapes at the start and end of the contraction are plotted together with the wake vorticity field in figure 8 . A trailing jet is present and the vorticity of the leading vortex ring is separated from that of the trailing jet. Another feature which distinguishes between the wakes of a jet-propelled prolate swimmer and a rowing oblate swimmer is that the counter-rotating vorticity generated from the bell extension stays inside the subumbrellar cavity in the former whereas it is carried downstream by the contraction vortex in the latter. The difference can be explained by two reasons. First, for a prolate swimmer, the vorticity shedding rate during bell extension is larger ( figure 4(d) ), indicating that the relaxation vortex ring generated is stronger. Second, the radius of the induced vortex ring is smaller for a prolate swimmer. Both factors contribute to a larger self-induced velocity for the relaxation vortex ring, which points upstream. Therefore, the relaxation vortex ring stays inside the subumbrellar cavity for a prolate medusa. For an oblate swimmer, the relaxation vortex ring has a smaller circulation and a larger radius, and thus a lower self-induced upstream velocity. When the contraction vortex ring forms in the following stroke cycle, it imposes a sufficiently strong downstream velocity at the location of the relaxation vortex to convect it downstream. The contraction vortex ring and the relaxation vortex ring convected by it form a vortex ring pair seen in the wakes of oblate medusae.
The primary function of locomotion for most medusae is predation. And different modes of predation have different optimal swimming strategies. Many medusae are ambush predators that require the ability to reposition themselves quickly in water for successful predation. Their locomotion occurs infrequently and the energy expenditure is brief, thus justifying the high cost of locomotion. So their swimming prefers high speed over high efficiency. On the other hand, other medusae are cruising predators that swim and feed continuously, combing through water. This feeding mode does not require the ability of fast swimming; instead, continuous swimming with high efficiency is more desired. From an • outward at the most contracted position. During its motion, the velum rotating angle is assumed to be in synchronization with the bell motion, described by equation (1). The wake consists of a vortex ring and an elongated tail, which indicates the trailing jet. Compared with a swimmer without a velum, the simulated wake of a swimmer with a velum resembles the empirical wake of N. pineata in figure 2(c) more closely. evolutionary perspective, the bell shape of a medusa is tuned to better achieve the requirement of locomotion for predation. Previous studies have shown that most of prolate medusae are ambush foragers who spend majority of their time motionless in water and use jet propulsion. The high swimming speed and high energetic cost of jet propulsion may be well suited to their foraging behavior (Colin and Costello 2002) . In contrast, oblate medusae are cruising foragers and spend the majority of their time cruising (Colin et al 2003) . For these species, feeding and swimming are concurrent activities. Because they are constantly swimming and feeding, these medusae do not require a high swimming speed. This explains why most cruising medusae have an oblate body shape and use the rowing mechanism.
In evolution, not only the shape of the bell was adapted, but also its kinematics for optimal locomotion. This study shows that to achieve a higher swimming speed, a swimmer can use a body kinematics with larger contraction amplitude and faster contraction. The bell contraction speed is constrained by muscle force, which needs to overcome the resisting hydrodynamic force. For a given body shape, the minimal cost of locomotion can be achieved by smaller contraction amplitude and slower contraction speed. However, there is a compromise between swimming efficiency and velocity, which is similar to many other forms of swimming, such as described in the slender body theory by Lighthill (1960) . With the effect of bell shape on the propulsion performance well studied, further research needs to examine the bell kinematics among different species to study how a given species with a specific shape chooses the bell kinematics to achieve optimal swimming.
The conventional Froude efficiency is not used in this study to evaluate the energetics of swimming because it is difficult to evaluate for a self-propelled swimmer using undulatory motion of the entire body. For such a swimmer, the time-averaged net force is zero for steady swimming, and it is difficult to distinctively identify thrust and drag required for efficiency evaluation (Schultz and Webb 2002) . Usually certain assumptions were made to quantify thrust and drag to evaluate Froude's efficiency. For example, Sahin et al (2009) quantified thrust of swimming medusae from the pressure term of the Navier-Stokes equation, and drag from the viscous term. Dabiri et al (2010) used an empirical drag coefficient model for streamlined bodies to quantify drag on medusae. Because our study is computational and is based on the ideal fluid theory, those approximations cannot be applied here. There are other metrics developed to evaluate propulsive efficiency for jet propulsion, such as those defined by Krueger (2006) , which utilize jet velocity instead of thrust. The study shows that a more prolate-shaped swimmer with faster bell contraction swims fast, but with a higher energetic cost. Because this type of swimming kinematics implies that the flow ejected from the subumbrella cavity has a larger velocity, there might be a certain correlation between swimming velocity/cost of locomotion and flow velocity ejected by the swimmer. Though it is possible to measure jet velocity in a prolate swimmer in this study, the flow generated by an oblate swimmer cannot be simply characterized as a jet. Therefore, more detailed parameterization of the ejected flow is required for future work in this regard.
The knowledge from this study is useful for the design of robotic swimmers that use axisymmetric body contractions for propulsion (e.g. AquaJelly, manufactured by Festo). The study shows how the cost of locomotion and the swimming speed depend on the kinematic parameters, which can be applied directly to the prescribed kinematics of biomimetic jellyfish. Further development of biomimetic jellyfish will provide an alternative to fish-like robotics (Colgate and Lynch 2004) . Future work will focus on the derivation of optimal parameters and design directives for this type of engineering propulsion system.
